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High fidelity measurements of fully developed turbulent flow in pipes and channels
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Abstract

Single, normal hot-wire measurements of the streamwise ve-
locity, u, of a fully developed, turbulent channel and pipe flow
for friction Reynolds numbers up toReτ = 3000 are presented.
Measurement spatial resoluiton was held constant by maintain-
ing a viscous scaled sensor length ofl+ ≈ 22 (= lUτ/ν where
l is wire length,Uτ is friction velocity andν is the kinematic
viscosity).

Introduction

A recent study of hot-wire anemometry has provided new
guidance in achieving highly accurate measurements in
wall-turbulence [7]. This has made possible the identificaton of
sensor-induced inaccuracies, permitting a better understanding
of published data and its perceived inconsistenicies. Thispaper
documents the application of these new ‘guidelines’ to best-
practice hot-wire anemometry, providing the most accurate
database of streamwise velocity in fully developed, turbulent
pipe and channel flows. All experiments were performed in
facilities at Melbourne [17]. These measurements will not only
improve the fundamental understanding of wall-turbulence,
but also provide a much-needed database for the validation of
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) studies of these flows.

Apparatus

Facilities

The channel flow facility is a blower type facility with a
working section length of 22m and a cross-section measuring
1170× 100mm. The 11.7 : 1 width-to-height ratio ensures
two-dimensionality of the flow and the long working section
ensures that the flow is fully developed. Further details of this
flow facility can be found in [18]. The pipe flow facility is a
suction type facility and has a diameter ofD = 98.8mm and a
working section length ofL = 38.86m. This corresponds to a
pipe length-to-diameter ratio ofL/D = 393.4 ensuring that the
flow is fully developed. Full details of this facility are available
in [21]. In both facilities, the friction velocityUτ, is determined
by measuring the static pressure gradient. Importantly, these
facilities have a nominally equivalent outer length scale,
channel half-heighth = 50.0mm and pipe radius,R= 49.4mm,
and each has a maximum centreline velocity of approximately
Ucl ≈ 35m/s. This allows a convenient comparison of results
obtained from each of these facilities.

Anemometry details

In order to maintain a hot-wire length-to-diameter ratio of
l/d ≥ 200 as recommended by [10], hot-wire diameters
required for this study ranged from 1.5µm to 5.0µm. The
hot-wires were constructed usingDantec 55P05and 55P15
boundary-layer type probes with a tip spacing of 3mm (for 5µm
wires) and 1.25mm (for 1.5µm and 2.5µm wires) respectively.
Having soldered the wires onto the probe tips, the sensing
elements are carefully etched to pre-determined lengths to

satisfy the matchedl+ = 22 criterion. All hot-wire probes are
operated in constant temperature mode using a custom built
Melbourne University Constant Temperature Anemometer
(MUCTA II). The anemometer was operated at an overheat
ratio of 1.8. The system frequency response to a 1kHz square
wave was set to a frequency corresponding tot+ = tU2

τ /ν ≤ 1.
This equated to greater than 75kHz at the highest Reynolds
number tested.

The hot-wire probes are calibratedin situ against a Pitot-static
probe for both facilities. Calibration of the hot-wire sensors
in the pipe flow were also carried outin situ. The pipe test
section is removed, the hot-wire is aligned and the initial wall
normal position is determined by a microscope. The pitot
probe is offset from the hot-wire probe in the wall normal
direction. The offset of the two sensors is measured before
the test section is placed back into the facility. Since the
mean velocity profile of the pipe flow is symmetrical and the
velocity gradients are shallow in the core of the flow, hot-wire
calibration can be carried out by ensuring the hot-wire and
Pitot-tube anemometers are placed equidistant about the pipe
centreline. For the channel facility, the calibration is carried
out at the channel centre-line or channel half-height where
turbulence intensities are at a minimum. The Pitot probe and
hot-wire are aligned in an external rig to have the same wall
normal position, and the probes are offset in the spanwise
direction by 10mm. The hot-wire is aligned to be parallel to
the wall and the initial wall normal location of the hot-wire
is measured using a microscope. For all measurements, a
Renishawlinear optical encoder with 0.5µm resolution is used
to determine the location of the probe relative to the initial wall
normal location. The encoder is used throughout the traversing
measurement and hot-wire calibration procedure.

For all experiments, anMKS Baratronpressure transducer and
MKS Type 270signal conditioner are used to measure the pres-
sures from the Pitot-static probe during calibration and the
traversing measurements as well as measuring the static pres-
sure gradient in the flow facility. The temperature and atmo-
spheric pressure were measured using a calibrated thermocou-
ple and aSensortechnics144S-BARO barometer. All signals
were sampled using aData TranslationDT-9836 16-bit data
acquisition board. hot-wire signals were sampled at an interval
of ∆t+ ≤ 0.5 to ensure that smallest energetic scales are cap-
tured. Full details of the experimental conditions and sensor
parameters are provided in table 1.

Results

Mean statistics

Figures 1(a) and 1(c) are channel flow mean velocity and tur-
bulence intensity profiles and figure 1(b) and 1(d) are the cor-
responding pipe flow profiles. The channel flow data presented
here was found to be in good agreement with a logarithmic law
of the wall with constantsκ = 0.39 andA = 4.42 and the pipe
flow data agreed to constantsκ = 0.38 andA = 4.23 (although



Facility Ucl Reτ d(µm) l(mm) l+ l/d ∆t+ fs(kHz) T(s) TUcl/δ
Channel 7.430 1053 5.0 1.040 21.9 208 0.07 100 150 22290
Channel 15.55 2072 2.5 0.538 22.3 216 0.26 100 120 37320
Channel 23.71 3026 1.5 0.346 21.0 231 0.47 120 30 14227
Pipe 7.63 1046 5.0 1.040 22.0 208 0.46 15 120 18525
Pipe 16.35 2002 2.5 0.575 22.4 230 0.43 60 60 19852
Pipe 25.47 2984 1.5 0.366 22.1 244 0.49 120 45 23205

Table 1: Experimental conditions and hot-wire sensor parameters for all experiments.
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Figure 1: Mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles of
channel flow (a) & (c) and pipe flows (b) & (d) respectively.

either will fit within experimental error in this Reynolds number
range). The constants for all measurements were determinedby
performing a linear regression for all data points that lie within
the range 100≤ z+ ≤ 0.15δ+ (δ+ = δUτ/ν = Reτ). The tra-
ditional logarithmic law, with ‘universal’ constantsκ andA is
defined as,

U+ =
1
κ

ln(z+)+A. (1)

It must be noted that only a limited logarithmic region exists
for all but the highest Reynolds number. Although there exists
some ongoing controversy regarding the universality of thelog
law constants and values vary throughout the literature (see:
[12, 15, 19, 20, 22, 23]), the values reported here come from
a ‘best’ fit to the new data only. In viscous scaling, the mean
velocity profiles (figures 1(a) and 1(b)) of both geometries
exhibit similarity in the near wall and logarithmic regionsand
only deviate in the outer or wake regions. The deviation from
the log law of the wall highlights the different ‘wake strength’
present in the flow for each geometry. This is consistent with
findings in [17], where it was noted that ‘wake strength’ is
strongest for zero-pressure gradient flat plate boundary layer
followed by pipes followed by channels.

Figures 1(c) and 1(d) are the streamwise turbulence intensity
profiles for channels and pipes respectively. With a constant
measurement resolution (matchedl+ = 22), the behaviour of
the streamwise turbulence intensity is isolated from attenuation
due to sensor size. The similarity (at least to within experimen-
tal error) between channels and pipes for 1000≤ Reτ ≤ 3000
across the entire layer is consistent with [17] where similarity
between channel, pipe and boundary layers was examined for
a single Reynolds number ofReτ = 3000. Furthermore, it

appears that the near-wall peak in turbulence intensity,u2+|m
(wherem denotes the peak or maximum) grows with Reynolds

number for both internal geometries. The growth ofu2+|m
is consistent with the DNS channel flow studies of [4] and
[8] and is already well established for boundary layers overa
range of Reynolds numbers spanning laboratory to atmospheric
scale flows. (see : [2, 3, 11, 16]). The recent experimental
investigation of [7] reports a similar trend in boundary layers
for similarly well resolved hot-wire measurements (l+ ≈ 22),
albeit at higher Reynolds numbers (2800≤ Reτ ≤ 19000).
However, higher Reynolds number studies in turbulent duct
flows with constant measurement resolution would be required

to confirm the Reynolds number dependence ofu2+|m because
within the range of Reynolds numbers here, the rise in the
near wall peak falls approximately within a±4% range or
almost within the error range of hot-wire measured turbulence
intensity.

Energy spectra

Iso-contours of the pre-multipliedu spectra as a function of
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Figure 2: Contours ofu spectra for (a)Reτ = 1000, (b)
Reτ = 2000 and (c)Reτ = 3000. Channel (black), pipe (grey).
kxφuu/U2

τ , contour levels[0.1 : 0.2 : 1.7].

streamwise wavelength (λ+
x or λx/δ) and wall normal position

(z+ or z/δ) are plotted together for comparison in figure 2, with
plots (a), (b) and (c) corresponding toReτ = 1000, 2000 and
3000 respectively. The nominally equivalent outer length scale
allows data to be simultaneously presented in both viscous and
outer scaling. Clearly, the channel and pipe flowu spectra are
very similar in energy content and distribution being effectively
the same within experimental uncertainty. Generally, the duct
flows have been shown to possess three predominant energetic
modes. One mode is at a fixed position with viscous scaling
(z+ ≈ 15, λ+

x ≈ 1000) and a fixed magnitude for a given wire
length l+, and represents the energy contribution of the near
wall cycle. [9] identified two other modes that exist in the
logarithmic region and beyond for pipe flows. These other
modes were shown to scale onδ and appear at wavelengths of
λx ≈ 1−3δ andλx ≈ 12−14δ and are the Large-scale motions
(LSM) and Very-large-scale motions (VLSM) respectively.
The LSM and VLSM were also shown to exist in channel flows
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Figure 3: Channel flow spectra forReτ = 1000, 2000 and 3000,
at : (a)z+ = 15 and (b)z+ = 3.9

√
Reτ. (c) Channel flow turbu-

lence intensity profile: (· · ·) z+ = 15, (−−) z+ = 3.9
√

Reτ.

by [1] and [18] among others. In contrast, [6] show only a
single energetic peak atλx ≈ 6δ for boundary layer flows and
also noted that the bi-modal distribution of the boundary layer
u spectrum is not as apparent at low Reynolds numbers due to
an insufficient scale separation and a short logarithmic overlap
region. However, it was noted by [5] and [17] that the boundary
layer spectra does seem to settle to a peak withλx ≈ 2−3δ in
the outer wake region of the flow.

Structure in the near wall and log regions

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) are plots of theu spectra from channel
flow at z+ ≈ 15 and the geometric midpoint of the log region,
z+ = 3.9

√
Reτ (see : [13, 14]), respectively. These wall normal

locations are marked with dashed lines on the turbulence
intensity profiles of figure 3(a). Atz+ ≈ 15, the u spectra
collapses well in the small scales and reveals an increasing
contribution from the large scales. Since the integrated area



under the pre-multiplied spectra is equivalent to the turbulence

intensity, u2+
, it is the contribution of the large scales that is

responsible for the rise inu2+|m. Similarly, it can be seen in
figure 3(b) that the increasing large scale contribution causes

the rise inu2+
in the log region. However, the spectra no longer

collapse in the small scales. AtReτ = 1000, the signature of
the near wall cycle is still apparent and manifests itself asa
hump at the small-scale end. This is likely due to the lack of
scale seperation. AtReτ = 2000 and 3000, however, the energy
is dominated by large scale motions and a prominent hump
at λ+

x = 1000 is absent. For all three Reynolds numbers, the
growing contribution of the outer peak is clear. This outer peak
is the energy signature of the VLSM which is fixed in outer
scaled wavelengths at 10≤ λx/δ ≤ 20.

Conclusions

From new measurements of streamwise velocity in tur-
bulent channel and pipe flows for Reynolds numbers
1000≤ Reτ ≤ 3000 and a matched viscous scaled wire length
of l+ = 22, it was shown that turbulent channel and pipe
flows have similar mean velocity profiles, turbulence intensity
profiles and energy spectra. The only discrepancy is that
pipe flows consistently exhibit a stronger wake, observed asa
larger deviation from the log law of the wall when compared
to channels. Theu spectra and turbulence intensity profiles
are similar across the entire layer. The constant measurement
resolution allows a direct comparison across the flows and
it can be seen that the near wall peak in turbulence intensity

u2+
is Reynolds number dependent for the range of Reynolds

numbers investigated here. With DNS data for channel flows
currently available up toReτ = 2000, the data presented
here may serve as a timely database for comparison between
numerical and physical experiments.
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